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Sweetheart Dance Saturday
SKE Goes All Out in Fourth Annual Presen·t ation
by Mary Jean Del Ciello
Sweetheart Dance will be held at
For all those who have been an- the beautiful Villa Venice, 2855
ticipating the big dance, the time Milwaukee Ave., in Northbrook,
has finally arrived. This Saturday, Illinois.
Approximately 500 couples are
March 19, the Fourth Annual

expected to attend and watch the
crowning of Sigma Kappa Epsilon's new Sweetheart for 1966. At
11 :00 p.in., Dr. Moorhead will
announce the name of the Sweet-

heart and president, Jim Kreiling
will place the crown on her head.
Last year's Sweetheart, Barbara
Biron, will present the fraternity's
special gift and many other gifts,

------ --------------------------,---------------------------y

ITCCN Poet, Lect.urer Featured
JAt Erie House
by P at Brieschke

Poets are many things-from human beings to children. They can
speak with the adult gravity of
worldly wisdom , or totter on the
precipice of imagination, eager to
lead you into the miraculous chasm
of life reser ved for children.
Poets also mean many things to
d1"ff eren t peop1e- from h uman be·
h ·id
An . ft f
t
mgs ~o c I ren. . ~ns I u 10n, a
the n sk of becommg mhuman, can

Mostly

Mary
Poppins

The fraternity 's Sweetheart is a
very special part of the fraternity.
First of all, during her reign, she
is the only female member of the
fraternity and may attend fraternity meetings. She is the official representative of the fraternity and
she attends all fraternity functions
compliments of the brothers.

advantage itself to the point of
prestige through the use ( what an
inhumanity ) of a poet. A little
Following the crowning, Sonny
child cares nothing for pretence,
Page and his Orchestra will conand he is the only one who cantrutinue to play until 12 midnight. At
ly understand and appreciate a
that time, the pace thickens and a
poet in all his worth.
4 piece combo, the Count Downs,
In the past few months, children
will take over.
from Erie House have frequented
the halls of this college, eager to
Bids for the dance can be obt k • h
th ·
f th
par a e m t e en usiasm o
e
tained from any fraternity brother
adult world. Now the spirit and
or at the ticket center in front of
Jife of education has been brought
the auditorium. Do come to the
directly to Erie House by a most
dance and join us in welcoming
wonderful member of our facultySigma Kappa Epsilon's new Sweetour own "poet in residence"heart.
Gwendolyn Brooks.
On March 4, a very cold and
wintry afternoon, a group of fourth
and fifth graders welcomed their
Gwendolyn Brooks (center) seated among workers at E.r ie
new friend , Gwendolyn, with eager
House.
(Photo by Bob R;oberts)
anticipation and a huge welcome
banner. Decorating the room with ful it is to be alive. She read them own Gwendolyn going out to emwarm hospitality, they had ar- a poem about a little boy who was brace their hearts with the thrill of The National Conference of
ranged about twenty large repro- not at all interested in going to his her poetry (strict}y G.B. ! ) are the Christians and Jews together with
ciuctions of Gwendolyn's own poet- parents' adult party, but who things which make for a wonderful the Illinois Intercollegiate Council
ry. Then all settled down to a wanted to play and be free. This. world.
on Human Relations is sponsoring
unique experience-the poet read in particular, hit home with the
her own poetry.
little boys of Erie House.
Mi§s Brooks will be one of the a 7th Annual Spring College WorkChildren who rant with rambuncteachers of the Creative-Writing Conference. The theme is "Civil
tiousness when their tutors attempt
Things like the children of Erie Workshop at ITCC-N from August Rights in '66--Thrust and Chanto teach were seen actually sitting House coming to ITCC-N and our 1 - August 19 nels." The Conference is being held
still-captivated. Through her p o e t - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Saturday, March 19, 9:30 a. m. to

The Sixth Graders of Raymond
Elementary School will present
"Mostly Mary Poppins ,'' their
adaption of the musical " Mary
Poppins." The performance will be
during the activity hour ( 1 p.m.)
on Thursday, March 17, in the auditorium . Robert Schacke of the
Stage Players will be stage managing.
For those of us who were fortunate enough to see the Raymond
School's performance of "My F air ry, Gwendolyn shared a private
Liza," (their adaption of Lerner communication with the children,
and Lowe's My Fair Lady), this an exciting rapport. She shared
will be most welcome. To the oth- ideas with them-not " what a nice
ers who will be viewing them for house I live in" type-but beautithe first time, it should prove to ful poetic ideas, like how wonder- The American Association of
University women has been inbe a warm experience-one wellvolved with the r ole of women in
_v-:_or_th_re_m_e_m_be_r_in_g·- - - - - - 1
society since ·1882 through a program of "practical educational
work." This has included study and
action in the fields ranging from
education and the arts to internaby Linda Koser
tional relations. All women graduThe Veter ans Readjustment Benates
of ITCC-N are invited to partiefits Act of 1966 ( Cold War G. I.
Detective Anthony Rigoni, of the
Bill) passed Congress late in Feb- Chicago Narcotics division, lec- cipate in this program for the proruary, 1966. The Act provides a tured on "The Perils of Drug and motion of professional opportunihes for women in higher education
permanent program of educational Narcotics Addiction" March 3.
and the development of a studyassistance f o r individuals disDetective Rigoni displayed an action program which is related to
charged from the Armed Forces after January 31. 1955. An applicant assembling of narcotics parapher- the areas of Community Problems,
must have served on active duty nalia with representativ<> exam- Cultural Interests, Education, and
more than 180 davs (6 month en- ples of marijuana, barb1tuates, World Problems. Many AAUW
listees are not eligible ) and must amphetamines, and Class A Opiate branches are interested in home
not have received a dishonorable drugs, including codine, heroin , services and recreation for the
aged and in institutions and centers
discharge. Men still in service who and morphine.
have completed at least two years
The detective suggested that for mental health.
of active duty are also eligible.
persons become addicted to drugs
The AAUW maintains a FellowStudents can receive one month chiefly to escape into false states
ship Program through their Eduof education for each month, or in which they feel important and
cational Foundation which awards
fraction thereof, of active duty. The successful.
approximately $300,000 a year to
maximum is 36 months. Full-time
gifted women scholars. The largest
Statistically, black market herostudents will receive $100 per
single grant received by the AAUW,
month if they have no dependents, in illegally enters this country 87%
~267,000, was from the Rockefeller
$125 if they have one dependent, pure, and is sold to the addict in
Brothers Fund to underwrite a
(Continued on Page 7)
(Ccntinued on Page 6)
three-year pilot program in eleven

Civil Rights
in '66

AA u Seeks Female
Grads of ITC C-N

G. I. Bill
To Aid Students

which will include a $15 gift certificate from Follett's Bookstore to
the lucky girl chosen as Sweetheart. Large bouquets of roses will
also be presented to the queen and
to her court.

Perils of Drugs
and Narocotics
Outlined

Southern states for the further education of mature college women
for college faculty positions. Meanwhile, a number of AAUW state divisions are developing college programs with local foundation support.
.
A Iong-s t an dmg
comm1·t ment of
the American Association of University Women is in the field of
P,ducation. The members help support adequate financing and staffing of the public schools at all levels, improvement of libraries and
equality of educational opportunity.
The AAUW branch offers many
cpp:>rtunities for individual usefulness as well as stimulus and congenial associates. Each member
contributes to a program which
focuses on the influence of college
women locally, nationally, and internationally. Female graduates
of ITCC-N are invited to share in
this adventure . For_ further information on the AAUW, write to the :
American Association of University Women, 2401 Virginia Avenue,
N. W. , Washington, D. C. 20037.

4 p. m. at Chicago Circle Campus,
University of Illinois, Halsted (800
West ) at Polk (800 South) .
The keynoter is Reverend Andrew Young, Executive Director,
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, now with Martin
Luther King in Chicago. The Conference will have the largest group
of top Chicago Civil Rights Leaders ever to appear together on a
single platform.
Edwin ("Bill") Berry, Chicago
Urban. League; Eugene Callhan,
Chicago Conference on Religion
and Race ; Edgar H. S. Chandler,
Church Feder ation of Greater Chicago ; Carl Fuqua . National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People; John McDermot,
Catholic Interracial Council; Albert
Raby, Coordinating Council of
Community Organizations; Lynward Stevenson, TWO (Woodlawn
Organization); Ka I e Williams,
American Friends Service Committee.
The conference will also include
Folk Singing led by Jimmy Collier, Six Workshops on Education,
Employment and Housing, and a
Conference Summary by Rev.
James Beval, Director of Direct
Action , S. C. L. C.

The
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Student Fee Al locations
For Sept. '65 and Jan. '66
Much consternation has been voiced about campus ever since it
was made known that the Civil Rights Organization was denied funds
by the Student Fee Allocations Committee. No one knew which organization or club received what amount. Fantastic figures were rumored,
for instance, one " reliable" •:ource claimed the Physical Health Club
had been allocated $14,000. (That's a lot of towels!)
The following figures were releaS<,>d by the committee upon reques.t
Now the students will know exactly who has been benefiting from the
money cheerfully contributed each trimester.
The total amount of student fees collected since July 15. 1965 (when
the state took over) was $71,674 .18. A balance of $9,000 remained in the
student fee fund (from CTC-N's fund ) which when added to the total
amounted to $80,674.18. In other words , the committee had a little over
$80,000.000 to allocate to organizations.
Of the total amount, $13,826.64 was allocated in December (for the
Sept. trimester) and $36,163.44 was allocated in February 1966 (for Jan .
trimester), totalling $49,990.08. Added to this dispersement was the setting up of a contingency fund of $5 ,000 to cover emergencies. and an
allocation of $25,435.75 to a sinking fund which will be used to furnish
a new student union building. The total for the allocations to organizations plus the fund allocations is $80,428.83. The discrepancy of $25.0
between the amount in the ;:;tudent fee fund to be allocated , and the
actual amount disperced is due to the refunding of some student activities fees.
The amounts received by individual organizations are as follows:
Sept. 1965 Jan. 1966
Trimester Trimester
$ 40.00
Anthropos ..
81,72
Assemblage
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,400.00
936.50
Band .. . .. .
1,733.20
Beehive
128.00
Chess & Checkers . .
8,857.00
Co-Curricular . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... . 5,421.43
Collegium
. ... ... . . . . . .. . .. . ... .. . . . .. ... . . . 401.10
289.88
Evening Concert Series . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,452.00
1,000.00
Guest Artists Exhibits . .
.. . . . . .. .. ... . . . . .. .. .
1,000.00
Guest Lecture Series
. . . . . ..... ....... .
2,564.00
Intercollegiate Athletics . .
. . . .. .. . . . ... . . . . .. . 2,169.75
3,947.00
Interim
. . . . . .... ... . . . . ... ...... . . . .. . . . . .... 3,927.00
150.00
La Cercle Francais . . . . . . . . . ... .... . .... . . . .. .
148.12
Lambda Sigma Alpha
. .. ... . .. ...... .... .. . .. .
652.50
Mixed Choir & Chorus
. . . . . .. ..... ... . . ..
1,062.50
The Muse . . . . .. . .. .. .. ... . .. . . . . . .... . . ... ... .. .
Noonday Concerts . . . . . ... .. .. . . ... .. .... . . .. .... .
350.00
Orchesis
................ ....... .....
40.00
611.65
Physical Health Club
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,620.00
2,977 .00
40.00
Red Cross
. ... . .. . .... . ... .... . .. . . . .
917.38
Sigma Kappa Epsilon
. ... .. .... . . ... . . . . . .
167.06
Spanish Club
.. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 260.00
1,702.32
Stage Players
. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . 490.0G
Student Education Association
. ..........
29.20
1,514.18
Student Government
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 836. 79
T. V. Workshop
............ ..................
72.80
Now ,students are at least aware of where their money went. Any
curious inquiry regarding school affairs should be presented to the
INTERIM (in an unmarked envelope) and we will try to find an answer.

•
More to Come Ill
Concert Series
The Evening Concert Series has
two entertaining concerts planned
for the end of March. Both concerts
will begin at 8:00 P.M. in the Illi
nois Teachers College ChicagoNorth auditorium.
The first concert is Friday, Mar.
25. It will feature the Guild String
Quartet. The quartet consists of
Fritz Siegal, first . violin; Arthur
Tabachnick, second violin; Harold
Klatz, viola, and Shirlay Evans, violincello. This superior group performed last year at our school and
were enthusiastically praised.
Performing with the Guild String
Quartet will be an Illinois Teachers
College Chicago-North faculty member, Harold Berlinger. He will perform the Schumann Piano Quintet.
In quintet literature this composi
tion is the favorite . Dr. Berlinger
thinks it's "one of the finest works
of Schumann, being perhaps his
most successful attempt to combine
the romantic spirit with traditional
forms." For a number of years
Dr. Berlinger has performed with
a variety of chamber groups in the
Chi~ago area. This is the first time
he will perform with the Guild
String Quartet.
The second concert will take place
on Monday, March 28. The Contemporary Chamber Players of the University of Chicago with Ralph
Shapey, conductor ,will perform a

delightful program consisting of:
Four Pieces for Clarinet
Berg
and Piano
Trio for Flute, Piano
Oliveros
and Page Turner
Concerto da Camera,
Sydeman
No. 2
Wyner
Serenade
Cantata No. III "Leda
and the Swan"
Westergaard
Concerto for Clarinet
and Chamber Group
Shapey
From observing the program one
will notice that the last composition is by Shapey ~ Thus, Ralph Shapey, the conductor, will be conducting one of his own pieces. Members of the Contemporary Chamber
Players are:
Patrick Purswell
Flute
Gladys Elliott
Oboe
Clarinet
Chester Milosovich
Stanley Davis
Clarinet and
Bass ,Clarinet
French Horn
Paul Ondracek
Edwin Harkins
Trumpet
Trombone
James Mattern
Percussion
Tom Siwe
Norbert Szmanski
Percussion
James Kidd
Piano
Piano
Joan Purswell
Elliott Golub
Violin
Irving Ilmer
. . Viola
William Kanney
Cello
Neva Pilgrim
Soprano
Individual tickets for the two perfermances on March 25 and March
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L. S. A. Explains
'We Are Not
Discriminatory'

Speaking to a large group of faculty and students last Thursday Mr. Thomas Strobel discribed many of his pictures now
on disp!ay in the library. Using visual psychology and optical
illusions, he is trying to create an art form that does not de-

pend on the emotional response of a person; is interested in
sensory response and the m.anipulation of the sensory responses. Mr. Strobel fee!s that the methodology of science
and the technological advances our age has made _should become an i.ntegral part of art. His exhibit will still be on display throygh the end of the month.

Potential
Draft
Candidates
Questioned
Although heavy volunteering has brought about a lull in draft calls,
pressure is being continuously exerted upon college students and married men.
Selective Service Boards have announced that student eligibility in
the future, would be determined by intelligence test or rank in class.
This news has produced an air of considerable uneasiness, especially among the male students of this college. Upon asking one student
about the draft, he nervously replied, "All day and all .night, it's always there."
Dave Paisley, sixth trimester student voiced his opinion which concerned certain mishaps which would be eventually brought about by
the drafting of students. Dave cornmented, "Drafting college students
is a poor policy in respect that they would be taking young people who
are the future doctors, lawyers, and teachers of this country. This
would in turn jeopardize the future security of this nation."
When Dave was asked if he would enlist if war was declared, he
replied, "Not perhaps at _the outset, I would try to finish as much of
my education as seen possible. However, if the reserves were called
in, and war was declared, I would enlist and fight to the best of my
ab ility."
R. Warzecha, seventh trimester student submitted this statement
from the ITCC-N Committee To End War In Viet Nam, "Blind support
for our government's policy is not patriotism. True patriotism means
the courage to question, and to insist that our policies be just and
worthy of our great country . . . "
Great fear seems to lie in losing an education in the long run. Miss
Mccreery , Academic Counselor, commented, "The majority of the students feels that their duty is to respect the service call when it comes,
but they wish to get as much education as possible, because after
spending their time in the service, one is anxious to pursue a career
in life and settle down .
Most of the students inter•1iewed seemed to agree that the intelligence testing would be much more advantageous than judgment based
upon class rank . Dan Determann commented upon this, "I would definitely take the test. It is a !Jetter judge of aptitude than marks might
he.

" The purpose of Lambda Sigma
Alpha shall be the commission of
service and the participation in
varied social events as determined
by the active sisters. The service
and social events shall be twofold ,
directed toward the college, its faculty , the student body , and the
community at large. "
Lambda Sigma Alpha . had its
birth in June, 1962. In the few
years our organization has been
functioning several service traditions have arisen :
1) The Penny Carnival held on
April First, for the entire school.
2) The giving of boxes of candy to
Old People's Homes on Valentine's
Day.
~) The giving of food baskets to
needy families of a variety of
faiths at Thanksgiving.
4l The making and distribution
of candy favors at Christmas time.
5) The making of jack-a-lanterns
at Halloween to be distributed to
orphanages .
Other services given to the school
by the girls are guiding tours, ushering at school affairs and serving
at teas.
Recently we have been questioned on our policy of accepting
our girls. It is the belief of the
girls that this is our private business since we do not question the
procedures of other organizations.
Since this sudden interest in our
policies is due mainly to economic
matters we will reveal our policy
on pledging to relieve the troubled
minds.
Previously we have dismissed
girls after Hell Night. We thought
that in the past it has been a traumatic experience for the girls to
pledge an semester and then be
uismissed . Therefore we had one
voting after eight weeks of the
semester to see how the girls were
getting along. We do not have any
discriminatory or so-called "black
balling" clauses. Selection is mad~
on the basis of the girl's demonstration of cooperation and service
commitment.
We believe it is extremely important for the girls that are working together on an the services
aforementioned to be able to have
good relationships with each other
so that they can .perform these and
other services as successfully as
possible.
To cite an example, the pledges
are helping out at the St. Mary of
· Providence School ( a school for retarded children). We consider it
very important that they be able
to get along with each other first
for they certainly couldn't help
these children if they had troubles
adjusting themselves!
So, I hope for those so concerned
and so interested in our policies,
this meets with your approval. We
sincerely hope we will not be questioned upon this matter again.

Geraldine Koppel
President-Lambda Sigma Alpha
Charles Whitcomb , second trimester student feels, "Just because
you goof off one semester, it's not because you don't care. I personally ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -- ,
don't like the draft," commented Charles, "It's either voluntary, or not
at all!"

Attention!

Talk of women being drafted into office positions seems more folly
than fact at the present time. Judy Mueller voiced her opinion on
Students who have received D or
drafting women , "There is en~ugh domination of men by women in F notic·es are advised and encoursociety now."
aged to see Mc Creery, our acaPersonally, I just can't imagine Betty Coed turning in her GoGo demic counselor, in room Gl36.
Miss CcCreery has requested
boots for combats'!
that any students who are worried
Diana Locallo
or confused make appointments to
see her immediately. She has also
28 will be sold for only $1.25 per of the administration building. Hope asked the Interim to remind stuconcert .Tickets may be obtained to see you at the fourth and fifth dents that only about one-third of
from Al Gagnon , business manager, concerts of the "Evening Concert the professors have sent out midor Miss Ziffrin on the fourth floor Series."
trimester noticea.

The
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Editorials

Curriculum
Survival of the Fittest
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Letters. to the Editor
A Protest from
Upperclassmen

those people who wanted to move
to South Viet Nam were not only
to be allowed but assisted to move
south. Dooley goes into how the
agreement was violated again and
again; how refugees snuck out at
night with a hundred people in a
boat built for twenty ; how a group
of peasants were starved out by
the Viet Minh in a church, waiting
for the Geneva control commission
to interview them.

Grades Ys.
Education

To the Editor:
No! The Interim has not given up its fight to have the Curriculum Dear Editors:
How many students have had this
Instruction Program revised.
··
Many of us students who have
experience : Throughout the semesIn the issue before last The Interim pointed out what it felt were previously enjoyed spending a reter you have been averaging "B"
certain injustices of the Curriculum Instruction Program. The primary laxing hour in the "A" lounge now
work. Your friend has barely been
emphasis was placed on the over-abundance of work . We had hoped that find it almost impossible to spend
able to keep this "C" average.
the editorial would stir up enough interest in the students enrolled in any leisure time there. There is a
Comes final test time and you miss ,
Curriculum Program to have them in some way voice th€ir complaints. large group of underclassmen who
on this one test, a "B" by a few
But perhaps they are too taken up with unit writing, lesson planning, are continually monopolizing the A
points and your friend gets his '_'C"
giving "mock" lessons, etc., to even afford enough time to come to lounge with their card playing, He also goes into what life was again . The final grades are mailed
their own rescue.
screaming and disgusting littering. like under the Viet Minh. This is and you and your friend both have
One student has started what we feel is at least a step in the right We do not expect the patrons of the what happened to some children
"C's" .
direction, but unfortunately no many tpeople know abou it In fact, we A lounge to maintain complete si- caught going to a catechism class.
Do those two "C's" show that you
don't even know for sure if it was a student who started the idea. It lence but it should at least offer a
missed the "B" by only those few
may have been one of the Curriculum Instructors!
"Now two Viet Minh guards points and your friend didn 't? Does
college atmosphere. It is beyond
The idea started is this: There is, at the checkout desk in our li- our knowledge how future profes- went to each child and one of them the " C" show that you are capable
brary, a petition for curriculum students to sign. The petition expresses sional people can conduct them- firmly grasped the head between of "B " work? Do they show anya dissatisfaction "that it (the curriculum course) does not yield a fair selves in such a juvenile manner. his hands. The other then rammed thing except that both you and your
credit for the work involved in the course of study."
Their activities are poor examples a wooden chopstick into each ear. friend are "C" students on the recAs we said, this petition is only one step. But perhaps if enough of professional conduct. May we He jammed it in with all his force. ords? NO! Is this fair to you? Does
students signed it, we would at least have the start of a protest.
suggest that their activities be car- The stick split the ear canal wide it make you feel that all your work
It may interest everyone to know that the instructors of the cur- ried on in another area of the school and tore the ear drum . The shriekwas in vain?
riculum program are not an entirely pleased with the program either. designated for such purposes. This ing of the children was heard all
The purpose of college is to
Dr. Rappaport has said that he is surprised that the students have not Jetter was written in the hopes that over the village. "Both ears were equip you with the means of being
vehemently protested sooner the unbalance between credit hours and something can be done about this stabbed in this fashion. The child- able to function in your best possiwork hours of the curriculum instruction program.
ren screamed and wrestled and ble way with the rest of society.
abominable situation.
While he has not said anything for publication, Dr. Stephens has
Distraught Upperclass suffered horribly. Since their hands
Why should grades be given?
generated an attitude of sympathy for the students in the Curriculum
were tied behind them, they could
Lila Morriss
These facts are known:
Instruction Program.
not pull the wood out of their ears.
Bonnie Burns
1. Letter grades put much more
Dr. Guysnir in speaking of ''mock" teaching (i.e., making believe
They shook their h e a d s and presure on you than number grades
Florence Oser
that your fellow classmates are 6th grade) has said that he does not
squihmed about, trying to make or any grades for that matter.
Marilyn Goryszewski
consider it worthwhile. "You couldn't be 6th graders if you tried. You're
the sticks fall out. Finally they
Myra Maldufsky
2. These grades, especially letter
college students and it's unrealistic for you to try to respond as a
were able to dislodge them by grades, do not allow you to be creaPhyllis Goldberg
sixth grader would. "
scraping their heads_ against the tive in your classes.
Eileen Auerbach
In describing the requirements for a Certificate of Teacher in Grade . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 3. A one Jetter grade could put
3-8, "The Circular of Information," published by the Board of Examiners
you on probation whereas usually,
of the Board of Education of the City of Chicago states:
a point grade using numbers would
Successful completion of 20 semester hours in Ed.ucation . ..
most likely NOT make that much
Methods of Teaching - 6 -,emester hours to include teaching of
difference.
three of the following areas : arithmetic, language arts , science,
If our educators are so intent on
social studies. (Taken from "Circular of Information" June 1964)
retaining their precious grading
We would like to suggest that the Curriculum Council which is new
system, which ma~es it so easy
re-evaluating our present curriculum , invite several students who are
for them to grade us , how much is
presently enrolled in the curriculum instruction program to attend one
out potential going to suffer?
of their next meetings. Certainly there is no better way to find out just
As it stands now a "C" in one
how these students feel ban to speak directly to them.
class could be from 78-84. If you are
(PLEASE let's hear some reactions from the students now in the
the "fortunate" one who has the
curriculum instruction program! )
84 average and your friend ha's the
F. S.
78, it's ·still worth a "C". But if it

ground. The teacher's tongue was
torn out. "
The whole book is full of such
revalations. All in all, a must book
for any would-be student of the
Viet Nam situation.

were in numbers we would see who
does what.
The final mark could be put on
the record "C-84" which would then
show your exact mark.
Individual teachers could still use
the curve and so then a "B-70." Or
else the whole school could go under one system with no curve: 10094 - A; 93-86 - B; 85-78 - C;
77-70 - D; 70-0 - F . Either system
has its advantages and disadvantages. But this is not the point I am
making.
If we are to keep grades, which
more than likely are here to stay
for some time, let's change them
to number grades so that we can
prove to ourselves and our instructors that we are individuals and not
to be compared with the "boob"
who just made it.

John Hansen

Norbert Rozanski

Who's Responsible?
The Student Senate wi!] reupholster the chairs when the students
clean up the cafeteria. The chairs won't last that long. A positive action
should be taken by our student government to remedy such ills if it is
under their jurisdiction . There is really no connection between a few
careless students and the inelasticity of the covering on the chairs in
the coffee ·shop. If the order of the cafeteria falls under the Senate's
reign , then they should try to satisfy such claims independent of the
other problem. When the senators lead the way in the clean-up committee, then we'll see some action ! They' ve already taken the first
step in E-205. Good work! If the repair of chairs in the cafeteria falls under another authority ,
then they should be aware of it as well as other areas needy of attention
around the college. It is a shame that a school not yet five years old
can at times look r ather neglected.
Although cracks in walls, the cavernous crack in the chimney and
crumpled curb in the parking lot have been noted , what seems needy of
immediate attention is er adication of dust and dirt . The hallways always look spic and span (you could give it the white glove test), but the
classrooms in which we spend most of our time, are in dire need of .a
little soap and water. Do not beautiful surroundings enhance the learning process? F or the first time in two years, I saw a black blackboard.
Ironically enough, that was the day NCATE came to visit us. We love
our modern glass structure with the look of the future, only we hope this
look will include cleaner classrooms.
B. L. .

The Interim
Has A Fan
To the Editors:

Just a note of appreciation for the
ever increasing improvement in our
school newspaper. Everyone in the
college reads it of course as the
center of information and interest
from tiews about important changes
to club activities. Most specifically
I would like to thank you for the
broader outlook and tell you how I
enjoy the extra club news.
Sincerely,
Sarah Louis Polachek
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More On
Viet Nam
Dear Editor :
For students who would like a
greater understanding of the conflict in Viet Nam, I suggest Dr.
Dooley's Deliver Us From Evil. In
that book he goes thoroughly into
lhe Viet Minh and their leader . Ho
Chi Minh.
Under the Geneva agreement,

r----------------------------

The

P.al(e Four

Delaney's De lemma

'Thank You,
Eugene Murray,
//or Opening
iJly Eyes!'
few nights ago as I sat enjoying a drink in a neighbor~ood re~taurant with a couple of friends, I was struck by a most starthng reahzation. This realization concerned War and Viet Nam, soldiers and students politicians and laymen. What occured that night at that coffee
table 'was enough to instill in me strong. feelings of hate, sorrow, fear,
guilt, compassion, disgust, pity and gratitude. Previously I had felt that
Viet Nam and the war connected with it were necessary evils. In my
own selfish manner I was glad I was deferred from the draft and hoped
the conflict would be . resolved before I finished my education and became eligible for the draft. .I did not exactly agree with the U. S. policy
in Viet Nam but thought eventually the politicians would turn this military struggle over to the le~ders.
Now my views have been somewhat altered. I still think Viet Nam
is a necessary evil but I despise those politicians who are in anyway
connected with paying for bargaining time with American lives. I now
feel very guilty for not really appreciating all those who are giving
their lives so that I can go to school and live this relatively leisurely
life.
I still hope the conflict will be over as soon as possible, not for my
sake but for the sake of all our boys over there, for the sake of the
Viet~amese youngsters and all those who are fighting for a doubtful
cause and also for the victimized people whose homes have become
the d~vastated battlefield of this political feud. I abhor this type of war
as a criminal act and an injustice to all mankind. If we must have
war then let's do it right. If we are not going to shy away, then let's
not stand still, but advance. Let the generals handle this war and it
will soon be over. Perhaps there will be further complications but nothing in my opinion could be worse than our present action.
What happened that night was something which brought Viet Nam
and all the evils connected with it much closer to home. As we three
sat at that table a familiar face staggered from the bar to our table.
We recognized him as a friend of ours who had been in the Marines at
our last meeting. He was innebriated and told us that he had been
drunk for three weeks ever since he got home. He was definitely having a hard time facing reality. He was wandering in a world of fear
and uncertainty. Having been stationed in Viet Nam with only two
weeks remaining in his hitch, he had his arm blown off. This was done
for us, you and I. I only hope time can cure his ill which is not physical but mental.
-Thank you, Eugene Murray, for opening my eyes.
A
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Student Sketch

Rose Carone
Twenty-one-year-old Rose Marie
Carone, a psychology major. is student teaching in her ninth semester. She will have completed a fouryear stint in three years, graduating in April of this year. She plans
to be substitute teaching during
May and June and will begin permanent teaching in September.
Rose Marie has been active in
several organizations throughout
her college " career.'' She was a
Senator for two tri-mesters and for
two tri-mesters she was also Senate Secretary. She was president
of UnescoCEF, publicity chairman
cf the TV Workshop, and a member
of CRO, which she joined after the
Selma crisis. "I joined to get the

Student
Teacher
Interviewed
by Joanne Suvanto
This week's student teacher is Mr. Jack Feldman, who taught the
sixth grade for the first eight weeks of this semester and is presently
teaching third grade at the Greeley School.
W.>u}d you like to comment on any of the questions raised in previous
issues?
In regard to the question concerning one semester of student-teachbg: "Two semesters wouldn't be any better because it isn't actually a
teaching experience anyway-because you don't have a classroom of
yoµr own."
And the question regarding the curriculum course as adequate preparation: "I personally feel that the curriculum course helped. In all
the methods courses I learned methods which I'm now using. There
was a certain amount of 'busy work' but that is true in all courses. I
did feel preppred. I feel I have enough background and knowledge and
I feel very secure and confident when I get up in front of the class."
Would you like to see anything changed in the way you are prepared
.or in the curriculum course itself?
" Yes. I feel there is too much emphasis on the one meeting in the
auditorium and I think there should be seven credit hours for curriculum and nine hours for student-teaching." (There are six credit hours
for each at present.)
D<> you think a male is at an advantage or disadV'antage in elementary
school?

information side of it, to get the
pro and con, to be informed and
form my own opinions.''

"Th~re is actually no advantage or disadvantage for being a male
as far as teaching goes. The child will learn just as much. But in the
lower socioeconomic areas or m the primary grades of any area, a man
has a chance to set up a business-like class or creates a more businesslike atmosphere. Since this is what education is for-train_ing children
for future life-this would be a satisfactory condition. Too many children feel that school is a 'home away from home' because the mother
brings them to school and picks them up, has a female teacher, takes
them to the washroom, whereas a man may do all of these things, but
appears as 'the boss.' "
·
Do you think more men should be recruited for teaching in elementary

Advice to students : "I think they
should question and examine what
they read , question instructors.
You get out of a course what you
put in it. Join activities as soon as
possible and work for them. I school?
think this is important.''
"Yes. I think there are too many women in elementary school.''
Rose Marie would like to travel How could they be recruited?
to Europe. "I would like to work
"If the pay salaries were equal to any other profession there might
there and learn a language and dif- be 'more men eventually and more chance for advancement,, and not
ferent customs. Chicago is all I see; just up in grade levels.''
I lead a closed life," she said.
Did you have your choke of school or grade level?
Bob Delaney
"I had a choice of grade level and classroom. I observed for a
And to what does Miss Carone
aspire? "I want to be a competent week, looked at the classrooms, and then chose one.''
Do you have any specific disciplinary problems?
teacher," she said.
" No. One of the reasons that I do not have disciplinary problems
Joanne Suvanto
is that I do have good control over the children. During these nine
+----------------iweeks I have 'subbed' occasionally in some of the other classrooms
until a regular 'sub' came and I had no trouble controlling the class.
The principal told me that I had excellent control over the children
which is not normally expected of the student-teacher. Another of the
It has been the hope of Miss reasons may be that. my wife, who has been teaching for two years,
Christiansen, the Registrar, that shares her experiences with me."
the hours . of the Record Office What grades would you like to teach?
by Pat Brieschke
could be extended. Ideally, the of"I enjoy the middle grades, but l''d like to take some extra courses
fice should be open any time class- and teach in the primary grades. I do feel that some men are better
Upon analyzing the situation of the average ITCC-~ ~tudent I h~ve es are in progress and tMs is the qualified tJ teach primary grades, especially kindergarten, because
arrived (not without a laborious struggle) at th e thnlhng conclusion plan of the college AS SOON AS theJ are more physically fit than women. I personally feel that men
that we are perfect! We are intelligent, vigorous, courageous-proto- NECESSARY HELP CAN BE are more patient with children as we can see in the home where the
types ,of the perfect human specimen!
FOUND! Strange as it may seem, father doesn't let his anger interfere with his relations with his childWith our atomon-tough, immaculate characters only one trifl~g that is not so easy. Actually, two ren."
detail bars us from germinating wings and ascending the celestial positions are now open in the Rec- w~uld you like to share a personal experience with us?
realm of ethereality. But one slight imperfection in our mold, and we ord Office, one for a clerk-stenog"I had planned a small party for the sixth g_rade class but my supare prohibited from total happiness.
rapher who would work from 9:00 ervisor; teacher thought it would be better if the student,., held a 'surThis insignificant defect actually bears_immedia_te heed, for _it has a. m. to 5:00 p. m. and one for a prise party' for me. On that day I was not allowed in the room from
caused a grotesque disturbance of order m the nu_crocosm. It 1s our clerk typist who would work from 9:45-11:00. At 11:00 I was escorted up to the room by two students. The
tragic flaw: IRRESPONSIBILITY.
5:00 p. m. to 9:00 p. m. Monday students had decorated the whole third floor with signs, saying, 'Good
through Thursday and Saturday Luck, Mr. Feldman.' Upon entering the room there were more signs
, In view of the ready evidence, we would be flawless if we could m 9 rnings. As soon as these posi- of the same type and on the blackboard was written, 'The sun is a
but shake the neurotic need to bury the beautiful tiles of ITC's floors tions are filled , the sign listing the medium-sized star. Thank you for teaching us this, Mr. Feldman.
beneath ugly mounds of cigarette butt~; flawless if we co';11d shak~ th e hours of the Record Office is open (signed) The Class.'"
pitiful propensity to inter the cafeteria tables beneath hill~ of dishes will go down, and the window will ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - upon dishes upon cups upon forks upon garbage; flawless if we could never be closed! An interesting
123~
'-78
~CAT
~DEP
shake the terrible tendency to triumphantly ignore the women who we part of the two jobs is the oppor- Vending Machine
'wALE
.:,0
have destined to spend their precious moments picking cigarette butts lunity to work with students at the
" RE A
from the floor.
eounter. Please contact Miss Refunds Available
E C
A· tragic flaw when left unattended can grow with enormous rap- Christiansen if you are interested,
Persons who have lost money in
idity. If we wish to preserve the harmony of the microcosm ( and spec- c,r if you know someone who is.
the vending machines may now obifically the order of this school), the flaw must be attenuated: For al- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i t a i n refunds by filling out a form
ready the trifling blemish has transformed into an ugly festermg sore.
available in the Activities office,
0 '
Just recently in one of the more popular rooms of this sc_hool, EO~, I
E219. Refunds will be issued the
counted 62 cigarette butts on. the floor (27 filters), 18 dishes laymg
following week after the form has
around the tables, 9 cups, 8 glasses, and 1 Nedlog bottle. A flaw such
been completed.
E
Vt L
as this must not be allowed to exist.
On Fridays, those persons who
;JEN
ER
EMO
·
have filled out forms the preceed- 'SA G
Respect for our school is a priceless necessity which m1;1st be visEPS
REE
ibly shown by some sign. A wonderful exemplification of respect is
ing week , may pick up their monRESPONSIBILITY. Perhaps we intelligent, vigorous, courageous I:C
ey from Mrs. lkenn in the Activistudents (who reek with perfection) should not worry over such a p1cties office, E219. Students must
ayune detail as responsibility. Or perhaps we should? All we can do
present their ID cards, in order, to
first is to ask the question . .. and questions are disturbing things.
receive their money.
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Near-Perfect
Beings'

HelpWanted
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•
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CLUB NEWS
Spanish Club
To close the winter semester with
"broche de oro" as the Spanish
saying states, the March 24 event
of the Spanish Club will be "un
programade variedades" or variety show. The variety show will give
a large number of Spanish students
the opportunity to show their talents
in skits, musical numbers, dancing
and other fields. Many students
have been working on these programs in their Spanish classes and
on their own for a long period of
· time. We urge all students, interested in seeing what their fellow
students can do, to attend this special event of the Spanish Club on
March 24, 1966 at 1:00 p.m. in the
Little Theatre. We promise a very
entertaining hour.
Plans are being made for the
summer semester. Among them are
a tour with the A.rt Institute of Chicago designed especially for Spanish students. This tour will trace
historically the development of
Spanish art. This will be a unique
opportunity to both see the original
work and hear the guide's explanation. The date and time are as yet
undecided. Come to Spanish Club
and check the Foreign Language
bulletin board in the A-wing to find
out final details. Other summer
plans will also be soon announced.
We will also appreciate hearing the
ideas of interested students.
In addition to summer Spanish
activities on campus and in the Chicago area, many Spanish students
have already made plans for study
this summer in Mexico and other
Spanish speaking countries. A group
of approximately ten Spanish students will attend the summer school
of the University of Arizona in
Guadalajara. Mexico, for a period
of six weeks. A number of these
students plan :to travel through
other parts of the country when
the school term ends in August.
Other students have applied for
similar programs in Saltillo and
other cities of Mexico.
In addition to those stude_nts who
plan to study, a number of Spanish enthusiasts will spend the summer working and living in Mexico.
Although foreign travel is not technically a Spanish club activity, it
is emphasized that actually living
in a Spanish speaking country is
an excellent way to become truly
cognizant of the culture and language. The Spanish club is, therefore, happy to report on the travels of its members.

Stage Players

these auditions are not for a specific musical, but to help us decide if we can do a musical next
season. Remember, also, that this
project cannot materialize without
your support and contribution.
Audition Procedure

Those auditioning must prepare:
(a) a song which shows your
voice off to best advantage.
(b) a three minute reading from
a play, poem, novel, short
story - preferably in humorous in tone. This should
be memorized or nearly so.
2. An accompanist will be provided
but you may bring your own if
you so wish.
3. Those who wis hto audition must '
make an appointment for an audition tune. This can be done
by contacting Stewart Hoch, after March 11, in office G-138,
Monday thru Friday, between the
hours of 1-2 p.m. The extension
number is 206. At this time you
will receive an audition card
which you will fill in and bring
with you at your scheduled audition time.
1.

Collegium
Musicum
On April 1 the Collegium Musicum of Illinois Teachers College
Chicago-North will perform a program entitled "Antique a Nuova."
Music from the Baroque, Renaissance, and Modern periods will
be performed. The co,ncert will
begin in the library at 8:00 P.M.
There will be limited seating available. Tickets are being sold for only
$1.00. Hurry and obtain yours, for
an enjoyable evening of music.

Math Club
IMPORTANT
The "NEW" Math Club is having
a meeting on Thursday, March 17,
iu the South Annex of the dining
room at 1:00. All are invited to
come.

LSA
by Mary Jean Del Ciello

The sisters of Lambda Sigma
Alpha have been quite busy lately
planning their activities calendar.
Sometime during this month, the
pledges of L. S. A. will be going to
St. Mary's of Providence-a liome
for mentally retarded children-to
work and play with the youngsters
there. Also, a day is being planned
when the whole sorority will go to
entertain these children.
The sorority bas also planned an
evening out on the town on March
22. The girls will be going out to
dinner and then on to see the fabulous play "Barefoot in the Park."
The location for the Penny Carnival, which will be held April 1,
has been changed. The Carnival
will now be held in the A Lounge
and the hours for the carnival will
extend into the evening. Previously,
the carnival ended by mid-afternoon, but because of its success
and by popular demand, the time
has been extended. Plans are well
underway for the carnival and
this. one should be the best by far.
Plan now to attend.

Want to be in a musical comedy?
If so read this information.
Th~ Stage Players are consider~
ing the possibility of including a
musical comedy in their next season. Before a definite decision or
choice can be made we want to
find out what potential for musical
comedy exists here at ITCC-N. We
believe there is more than meets
the eye. Many studnts have said,
"Why don't you do a musical?" or
"Let's do a musical." We want to
do a musical, too, and now we ask
for your support and talent.
Late in March the Stage Players
will hold general auditions for the
consideration of producing a musical comedy. We want people to audition who can sing, act, dance,
or any combination of these. We're
looking primarily for people who
At the halfway mark in the
can sing and act. Those who want
to audition should read the attached ITCC-N bowling league the battle
for the top positions in the standsheet and follow its directions.
Please remember, however, that ings is still a toss-up, with the top

Bowling News

'Where's

Mr.

five teams being separated by' only
one and a half games. In first
place are the Trouble Makers who
are followed closely by the VIP's
and the Keystone Kops who are
tied at one-half game off the lead.
by Harry Rossi
As for individual honors, high
average is still held by Phil Kirdegoard with 179 and Kris Warzeka
with 156. High series is held by Pat
Well, the official intercollegiate basketball seasons have come to an
Patt with 557 and Geri Widdes with end ; but there is still a pretty good brand of basketball being played in
506. High game. is held by Frank the Gymnasium these days, and I am referring , of course, to the intraCollins and Don Kelly and 209 and murals.
Jeannette Krema and 188. As for
In the last two and one half years I have watched the intramurals
special spares ( and these are specgrow into a fine program consisting of basketball, football softball, tenial) Diane Kujawa has picked up
nis. ping pong, track and field (decathalon) and volleyball. The intrathe 6-7-10 split and Judy Wednt the
murals, I feel, are a vital part of our school's athletic life, because it
6-7 split.
gives a chance to anyone who is so inclined, to participate in athletic
Twenty other members of the endeavors. Aside from the fact that this program is in keeping with the
bowling league deserve credit for Greek Philosophy of a sound mind and a sound body yit also provides
having increased their averages by a fine emotional outlet for tensions through athletic competition. Someten pins or better. Fifteen of these times however it must be said that if carried too far, the individual
individuals who have increased may ~reate ten~ion, instead of alleviating it. When this happens there
their averages from between ten is usually a familiar cry of "Where's Mr. Kane." Mr. Kane as you
and twenty pins are Karen Kaiser, know is the director of intramural activities at our schiol and 'in this
Sandy Schuth,. Pan De Boer, Jim capa~ity he usually receives the brunt of compla~ts, and has to decide
Kreiling _ Nancy Hebda, Thresa which are the valid arguments. He usually ends the debate quickly by
Kotnour, Mary Lopatka, Bob Pelli- calling upon his knowledge of s!_lorts, gained from many years of officiatcore, Geri Widdes, Mary Ann Mag- ing for the Illinois High School Athletic Association.
niello Ed Warner, Tom Romao,
So if any of you gentlemen, or even if you are not a gentleman, have
Howa~d Goldstrom, Leigh Bernstein, and Carolyn Sugarman. Four a free hour at 1 o'clock on Thursdays, I recommend that you get in on
more league members Vickie Lo, this fine program.
gan, Sue Davey, Ken Knorr, a n d + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Marlene Sullivan have increased
their averages from between twenty-one to thirty pins. The most improved bowler at this time is Phil
Wednesday, March 16, 1966
Rojca who has increased his aver1:00 P .M.
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . A109
Unicef
age by thirty-one pins.

Kane?'

Calendar of Events

Last but not least the league
would like to wish Frank Collins a
happy belated birthday (Frank's
birthday was March first ) and also
we would like to wish Diane Kujawa a happy birthday and thank
her for the delicious cupcakes
which we were given.

Thursday, March 17, 1966

L S A
. ..... . ... .. . . Dl13
Pep Club
. .. ... .. .. . . Al09
Young Republicans
. . .. .. ... . Alll
lnter-Varsity
... . ... A112
"Macy Poppins" Raymond School Auditorium
S K E
.. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . B117
PHC FUN NITE .
.. . . . ... Gym

1:00 P.M.
1:00 P .M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P .M.
6:30 P.M.

Saturday, March 19, 1966

Muse

:::;weetheart Dance

. . . . . . ... Villa Venice

8:00 P .M.

Tuesday, March 22. 1966

The Muse wishes to extend deepest gratitude to those members and
non-members who have given their
time, talent, and responsibility thus
far in extending the work and
preparation of our first publication.
Again we wish to invite anyone
and everyone who wants to begin
now and work on the new and upcoming publication. Every Thursday at 1:00 (sorry, it's the only
time available) we meet in the
room behind the stage.
Only six weeks remain before the
first copies of the Muse will be
seen at ITC. Keep Watching!
REMINDER: AU are invited to
enter the designing contest for the
cover of The Muse magazine. Drop
entries in the box in front of the
auditorium. Deadline: March 18.

Workshop Theatre
At last, community and college
theatre unite to provide a new opportunity for creative expression
here at the ITCC-N Workshop Theatre.
This organization is open to all
responsible persons interested in
the theatre arts. For the inexperienced young adult and beyond, an
opportunity to learn and advance
theatrical productions. For the
more experienced performer, an
ideal showcase situation as well as
as opportunity to share in the education of new talent.
The general orientation meeting
will be here at ITCC-N on March
24, 1966 at 7:30 p. m., in the Little
Theatre. Earlier interviews may be
arranged by calling Gerald David
at HO 5-2404 after 9:30 p. m.

Chess Club

.. .. .. . .. . . . S. Dining Hall

3:00 P .M.

Thursday, Mareh 24, 1966

Anthropos .
. . . .. .. . .. S. Dining Hall
C'hess Club
Inter-Varsity · · . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . A112
. . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . Dl13
LSA
Pep Club
. . . . . . . . . . . . . A109
Spanish Club
.... .... . .. . Little Theater

3:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M .
1:00 P.M .
1:00 P. M.
1:00 P.M.
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Summer
Employment
Diredory
Released

'What's
New

Pussycat?'
What happens to people after they leave the campus of ITCC-N?
This column is supposed to be devoted to the reporting of their afterschool activities. Having questioned many about their actions I came
to the conclusion that many just disappear when they step out'the door
and reappear the next morning. What are you doing with your free
time? What do you plan to do with your trimester break or your summer? This is wh~t we are interested in. Please bring any news you
have to the Interim Office or leave it under my name on the Student
Message Center outside of the Coffee Shop.
FRANK SESKO, editor of the Interim, is starring in the play "Ask
Any Girl." It is the Senior Class play of Stritch High School ~ will
be presented on March 25, 26, and 'Zl. Do you remember the movie?
He's got David Niven's part! Break a leg, Frank.
·
~OMAS J. BUDNICK, a graduate of our college in 1960, has won
a ma]Or _grant from the National Science Foundation. He, his wife, and
three chlldren, ~ill move to East Lansing, Michigan for a year while
he attends Michigan State University. Congratulations Tom
BARBARA LOFGREN, assistant editor of the IntErim, bas decided
to go to Sweden this summer with the American Friend's Service Committee. She will work •in Sweden for six weeks and then travel on her
own for a couple of weeks. We hope you have fun, Barbara. Work hard,
though.
·
.
CAROL ROTOLO hopes to go to Mexico this summer and take a
couple of courses to apply toward her major in Spanish. Things aren't
definite Yet so we'll tell you more when we hear about it. But we hope
that everything works out.
Thoseand
of you
are looking for something
do the
can go
see Mr.
Walker
get who
a Student-Faculty-Staff
Coupontofor
Studebaker
Theatre in order to see Hans Conried in "The Absence of a Cello" by
ira Wallach. It will be plQing April 4 through April 30. Mr. Walker
often has coupons for plays in the Chicago area. Take advantage of
this offer, because it's well worth it.
. Wei~, we hope to be hearing from you about your activities. Don't
disap~mt us! If your friend is shy, you can tell us about him or her.
Be seemg you.
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"The Emergence of
Modern Man"

The 1966 "Summer Employment
Directory," just off the press, contains information on 45,000 summer
Thursday, March 24, 1966
8.00 p.m. Auditorium
Jab openings throughout the United
L S. B. Leakey, Director Centre for Prehistory and Paleontology, Na irobi , Kenya
States and Canada. College students
"The Emergence of Modern Man"
are invited by employers listed to
make application now.
***
The greatest increase in jobs for
Friday, April I, 1966
8,00 p.m. Auditorium
1966 is at resorts, summer camps,
Dr. Frank Hole, Profnsor of Anthropology, Rice University, Houston, Texas
and summer theatres. National
"The Emergence of Urbanism, A New Dimension in the Human Experience"
parks, ranches, business IDd industry, governmen,t and reatau***
rants also need help. Students can
Thursday, April 7, 1966
8.00 p.m. Auditorium
earn tfrom abou $300 to $1,500 durDr. Manning Nash, Profnsor of Anthropology, University of Chicago
ing the season; salaries are up $100
"The Industrial Experience and Its Impact on Man"
to $250 in some jobs.
Of particular interest to employ***
ers are ,willing workers who will
8.00 p.m. Auditorium
Thursday, April 14, 1966
stay he entire season. Other qualiDr. Sol Tax, Profasor of Anthropology, University of Chicago
fications often desired are exper"The Study of Man and Its Implications in Today's World"
ience, musical talent, knowledge of
languages, and at le8$t sophomore
standing.
·
To obtain detailed information on
45,000 summer job openings for 1966
and tips on making application, ask
for "Summer Employment DirectIllinois Teachers College Chicago - North
ory" at your book store or send $3
to National Directory Service, Dept. 5500 NORTH ST. LOUIS AVENUE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625
C., Box 32065, Cincinnati, Ohio
45232. Mark "rush" for first-class
mailing in December.
L-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

stage

Playe1,._s set
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<Continued from Page 1)
and $150 if they have two or more
dependents. Part-time study will
also be supported by the Act.
The allowance will pay, in part,
Denise Kelley
Moaday, March 28, l966
a veteran's tuition, living expenses,
University of Chicago
books, fe~, and other costs. Less
Chamber Players . . .... . . .. . . . Auditorium
8:00 P.M.
than half time students will have
Tuesday, March 29, 1966
only tuition, books, and fees paid.
There are some unusual opportunities to go to school and work
Guild String Quartet .... . .. . . ... Auditorium
A veteran must complete his
8 :00 p .M.
provided )>y the college. An opening will be available in the spring fo;
course of study within eight years
a good typist in the Record Office, who will work from 5:00 ·P.M. to 9:00
from the date of his discharge or
P.M., Monday through Thursday, and 8:30 A.M. until 12:30 P.M. on Satwithin eight years of the enactment
urday. Much of the work will be in answering telephone and counter
of the Act-whichever is later.
Benefits will be available from
inquiries, and taking care of students who come to the office for information and the services provided by the office. Prefer a milture, intelli00
At a recent meeting of the Ex- June 1, 1966 on.
gent person who enjoys working with the public. For someone taking The sub-title read "A Chronicle ecutive Board of the Student ·Sennight classes, or for a college student who has decided on a- business of our Times''; the theatre mar- ate, a discussion was provoked by land newspapers.
career, there is an opening for a person with office skills, particularly quee read "A Groovie Moovie"; the a recent editorial in the Interim.
Consequently a discussion was
stenography and typing, during the day. Please contact Mrs. Lerner in mathematical solution is "Nothing" The Board felt that the Interim was made stating that the Senate shall
-:th:-e__
B_us_in_e_s_s_Of_f1_
·c_e_if_y_ou_ar_e_in_te_r_es_ted_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___::~_j- and that comes about the clos- correct in objecting to the lack of purchase tickets to all campus af•
publicity given to Miss Panice fairs for Miss Hersh and her eses!,~quare Root" is a movie about Hersh, our Miss ITCC-N.
C(!rt, also the newly formed Public
an author (coincidentally also Consequently, the Senate has de- Relations Committee of the Student
91
✓
named "Zero") who writes novels cided to purchase tickets to all Senate is in the process of mailing
,
in his imagination. As he imagines campus events for Miss Hersh and pictures to all Chicagoland news- 1
his
story, his typewrites types. The her escort. The Student Senate is papers notifying the public of the
Human garbage. The world is begged for love with the same desfilled with human garbage; it is a perate cry of every living man story becomes real and the people in the process of mailing pageant outcome of our recent Miss ITCC-N
bramble patch where Harry (Rab- (however , Ruth begged with her become alive. The movie then be- publicity pictures to all Chicago- Contest.
bit) Angstrom ran. He ran from a body, whereas the majority of qa_ comes his imagination blended with
reality. Reality and fantasy become
life he could not master to a hap- are still at the primitive stage of so
intertwined, they soon merge into
PAID ADVERTISEMENT _ _ __ _ _ ____.
piness he could not find. He ran begging love with flattery, praise,
a blur. At the climax of the storyfrom his frail wife Janice who and good deeds).
drowned the beauty of life in des- The story of RABBIT, RUN is an within-a-story, everyone is fast aperate highballs. An immature unsugared chunk of creality (the foot in pursuit of someone else, who
dwarf with the uncontrolled emo- creation of reality).. It is today's is in fast pursuit of someone else,
tions of a giant, Rabbit ran from novel, Updike's novel, man's novel et cetera, et cetera . . .
"Square R~t" is a comed_y. It
· everything he could not command, --the type of literature a foreignMany groups of organized opposition in Chicago
lampoons
U1ose battered, old abused
and everyone who would not praise centuryed man would expect to find
'have joined in sponsoring no. important events.
him.
on the bookshelves of '66. Open the middleclass chains. Status symbols
• A large parade down State Street featuring
Running with Rabbit through the book, and Rabbit walks, talks, are removed to an outdoor camp
ugly bramble patch, on both sides breathes, moves, uses the toilet, setting but their function is still
. masked performers
of the mountain, were the people spits, laughs, runs-he lives. Close the same. It's quite a jolt to see
•
A
rally in the Colliseum featuring as speakof the city of Brewer (like the peo- the book, and Rabbit carries on; candles on a camp table, a Bruegel
ers
Professor Staughton Lynd of Yale
pie of the city of Chicago and Lon- the confines of papyrus cannot painting hung in a tent, a chaufUniversity (recently returned from Hanoi)
feur
and
an
upstairs-maid
out
of
don and New York-like the people hold him. Rabbit is- "everyman."
and Rep. Julian Bond of Georgia - SNCC
of cities everywhere). They lived Fitting into the most lifelike context yet perfect identification.
Ws
even
more
jolting
to
see
the
Leader.
in their isolated antiseptic houses genre of communication of our era
in their milieu of subjective right- - -the novel form - RABBIT, RUN importance of " costumes" in the
We join in support of these man ifestations repueousness. People like Fritz Krup- exists interred in a provincialism various roles we play. Things bediat ing and condemning the un just, anti-democome
more
and
more
abstract,
until
penbach, Mt. Judge's Lutheran that does not make for "forevereven
the
humor
becomes
symbolic.
crat
ic war in Viet N am. Its senseless, scorched
minister for 'Z7 years, who would ness." Its specificacity and details
earth destruction, t he uprooting of mi llions, the
not move a muscle to help another exclude the evening generations. However, such is the way with "pop
man. " If Gott wants to end misery One r edeeming element of cathol- art movies" - of which this is
outrageous precedents being laid down in the use
he'll declare the Kingdom now."
icity-the truth that every man has publicized to be! Woe to the poor
of g~s and crop destroy ing herbicides. We speak
There were the opposite extremes the urge to run at least once in his middle-class audience who longs
against further U.S. interference in the affairs of
in Brewer also. People like the life . . . some feed the urge oftener for the security of the "good-guyst
he Vietnamese people. Cease fire, bri ng Gl's
minister Eccles, who automatically than others-may perhaps (this wear - white - hats; bad - guys--gotmustache"
sort
of
thing!
home
now!
gravitated towards the underdog; hope is but a flicker) save RABIf
you
go
to
see
'The
Square
Root
his battle was for the helpless; his UIT, RUN from that ill-fated, garjob was to run around patching up gantuan pile of twentieth-<:entury, of Zero," prepare to be amused and
confused.
holes, making everything smooth. sweat-wrought fiction.
Charlotte Frost
And Ruth, Rabbit's whore, who
Pat Briesdlke

Campus Jobs Open

MOVIE REVIEW

'Square R

t'

Editorial Prompts
Senate Action

BOOK REVIEW

'RahhI•t Run

t---------

March 25-26 are days of International

Protest Against the War in Viet Nam

STUDENTS AGAINST WAR IN VIET NAM

Wednesday, March 16, 1966

The Interim

Narocotics<Continued from Page

1)

packets of 2% pure. In the illegal
drug market, one tablespoon size
packet of heroin costs the addict
$125.
Marijuana, "pot" as it is termed,
is the stepping stone to addiction.
Marijuana is a habit that leads
to addiction to stronger drugs.
At first the addict begins with
"skin-popping'' to enter the drug
into a muscle. But soon his need
for the drug becomes stronger, and
he injects the drug directly into his
veins. As the addiction continues
the veins eventually harden.
Detective Rigoni also had pictures of now dead addicts exposing

numerous scars and sores they had
suffered because of the injections.
A new drug appearing in colleges
is LSD25, distributed in small sugar
cubes at about $15 a cube. This
drug is particularly dangerous because it brings us suicidal tendencies, and the user "goes out for
about three days," said Detective
Rigoni.
Pills are the cause of about 50%
of all suicides. Barbituates, sleeping pills, and amphetamines, stimulants become most dangerous
when mixed together and or accompanied by alcohol.
Pill users can be saved by stomach-pumping, while drug addicts
need hospital aid. There are six
hospitals around the country which

Page Seven

serve. addicts. They are treated
free and can leave anytime they
choose; but they cannot return to
the same hospital for treatment
again. But those desiring the cure
are treated for six months; six
days and nights can overcome the
need for the drug, and the rest of
the time is spent in rehabilitation,
and emotional readjustment. About
1o/c of addicts are cured.
In Chicago there are 9,000 known
addicts and countless others.
"We have only 50 men in our
unit," remarked Detective Rigoni,
and the men have posed as addicts
themselves to catch the "pushers"
t t
t
t t th fl
f
0 sop O some ex en
e ow O
narcotics in Chicago.

Five ideal dates.
Threedollars($3)
Join in the most adventurous experiment of our time. Operation Match. Let the IBM 7090 Computer ( the world's most perfect
matchmaker) stamp out blind dates for you.
Two Harvard juniors started it. 100,000 students have done it.
Now you and 3,400,000 college students in 1500 colleges in 50
cities can sign up and join in!
Just send us the coupon. We'll send you the Operation Match
Quantitative Personality Projection Test pronto!
Then return the questionnairn with $3.00. W hat you're like
1
and what you like will be transiated into our 7090's memory file.
It will scan the qualification!: of every member of the opposite sex
from this geographic area. Then it will select the five or more
matches best for you.
You'll receive your names, addresses and telephone numbers
within thrP.e weeks. You'll be what your date is looking for. Your
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches
will be mutual.

VOLKSWAGEN - GLE,NLAKE

r---------------••-•••••••••••••••••••-•~--••-•-••••

Dear IBM 7090,
I am 17 or over (and 27 or under) and I want to help stamp
out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick!

Two great names for a never-failing course in economics
VWs WITH EXPERl!ENCE
1 541 s to 165 1 s
Parts and Labor Guaranteed 100%
for 30 Days

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

School

Name

Special Consideration To Stuclents
Bring Your ID Card

City

Address

1

State

Zip Code

Operation Match

:
:

Compatability Research , Inc.
75 ·East Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois

~---------------------------------------------------J

Clark
theatre

588-9365

..,.,
STANDARD

en joy our
special student
rate

50'

588-9850

at all
times

for any college student presenti ng I.D.
ca rd, at our box office

• · different double fea•
ture daily.
•
open 7:30 a.m .-la lte
show 3 a.m.
e Sunday _Film Guild
•
every Wed. and Fri.
is Lad ies Day-all gals
admitt ed for only 40c
•
little gal-lery for gals
only
•
dark parking - 1 door
· south
•
4 hrs. 95c-after 5 pm.

dark & madlson • fr 2-2143

ALYAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
Tune-up • Brakes Relined • Car Wash • Tires • Batteries • Accessories
Grease Jobs • Wheel Balancing • Mufflers
Towing • Complete Road Service

4000 WEST PETERSON

CHICAGO~ ILL.

Bring your car in on your way to school. We1 H drive you to school and pick you up when your car is ready

Ill!
FREE 50 S&H STAMPS WITH ANY PURCHASE AND THIS· AD.
~i•.•*•-❖.«.:,«fa,i«.:k«&<£:.:.:,.,:..,".l.:..\ki,,.,..,,:_~;,z.;.;.z.: : : :;,:;,.:.•w.,:::;,:::.:.:.:::.~:::.:::::.:::.:.:,:.:x.:.:.:.:.,•.:.:.~:.:::.:.::~:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:;_:_:,~:.:.:.,••:::.:_:::.:.:·.;:.:.:::::.:.,:.::::::::.~:;.::;:;;;.:,.:.:.:;.:·:.~:-:·:·::;:~:·:·:·:·:·:·:.:·:···:·:·:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.:·:·:·:·:·:·::·:::·::·· .:·,:::·'. •. · ::· :··· ··•.. · . ·. ... .:··.:\;

SIGMA KAPPA EPSILON presents

THE SWEETHEART. DANCE
WHERE?? At the Beatuiful Villa Venice
WHEN?? March 19 at 9:00PM.
WHO IS GOING TO SUPPLY THE MUSIC??
9 to 12-Sonny Page and his 15 piece orchestra
12 to ??-The Count Downs

WHO IS GOING TO BE THIS YEAR'S SWEETHEART??
Come and See!!

THE FIVE SEMI-FINALISTS ARE:

Karen Jasen - Judy Pazderski - Gloria Riga
Carol Snobel - Francine Westinicky
Tickets are available from any SKE member
or they may be purchased at the door

Th e In te r i m
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St. Mary's
Drops Eagles
If I'd kn own t hey were goi ng to

by Ron Soknlski

The Golden Eagles of ITCC-N
closed their first season on a sour
note by dropping their final game
to St. Mary's, 86-64. The loss was
the fifth in a row for the Eagles ,
leaving them with a final record of
6 wins and 9 losses.
This game was typical of the
style of play employed by the
Eagles in many of their games
this season. In the first half inconsistency and mistakes plagued the
Eagles constantly, while in the
second half they looked like a totally different team thanks in part
to the aggressive play of Don Lau
and Dave Deron.
In the first half the Eagles
trailed throughout , although they
remained close to the Lions until
the final four minutes of the half.
At this point buckets by Boyle and
Weigel upped St. Mary's lead to
41-27 breaking the game wide open.
First half action closed with St.
Mary's holding a 47-29 halftime
lead.
By then the second half heroics
of Deron and Lau were not enough
to change the outcome. Nevertheless, the Golden Eagles closed the
season with an impressive second
half showing which should provide
Coach Gerry Butler with some
solace even in defeat. Particularly
encouraging performances were
turned in by George Powell a
freshman guard with tremendous
potential , and Dave Deron another
freshman who performed ' in relative obscurity until the final game
where he showed what he could do
if given the chance.
Leading the Eagle scorers with
17 points was Dave Deron, followed
by Don Lau's 12, and Rod "Hot
Rod" Browder with 10 points. Weigel of St. Mary 's took scoring honors with 25 closely followed by
Boyle with 24.
The outstanding player award
for the St. Mary's game goes to
Dave Deron for his 17 point contribution and his outstanding defensive play.
ITC•N - 64
Name
FG FT
Wesolcwski
0 0-2
Br owder
3 4-8
Deron
8 1-1
Kuhrt
0 1-2
Ja ksa
l 1-2
Banner
l 0-0
Sokulskl
0 ~
D. Lau
5 2-4
Spencer
O 0-0
R. Lau
1 1-3
Delaney
o 0-0
Pod r aza
3 2-4
Skonbern
O 0-1
Powel I
2 4-7
Totals
24 16- 34
1 Halftime : St. M ary 's 47; ITC-N 29.
Fi nal : St. Mary's 86; ITC -N 64
Fouled Out : De ron , D. Lau
Total Fouls: St. M ar y 's 21 ; ITC-N 28.
ST. MARY' S - 86
Name
FG FTP
Boyle
10 4-6 3
Weigel
12 1-6 4
DuBray
5 2-4 2
Stehno
3 2-3 2
Zeeb
3 1-6 3
Collins
l 0-0 1
Raba
0 1-1 l
Swangren 1 4-4 3
Westen
o 1-2 2
Total s
35 16-32 21

take class pictures tod ay, I'd
have bought a school sweat-shirt
at FOL LETT'S.

Do they, .
by any
cha nce,
sell
sneakers?

Follett's has sweat-shirts
for Beau Brummel
and beatnik types.
We're in favor

of

P

a

sweater girls,

3

5
l
1

too!

0
1
5
2
4
1
1
1
3
28

Credit
Without Classes
Chicago, Ill.-(I. P . )-L oy o 1 a
University has outlined a new
credit plan that allows a student
to earn full academic credit in a
course by taking only the final
semester examination .
Any full-time University student
may earn up to four hours credit
without attending class. A maximum fifteen semester-hours of
credit can be earned in this way.
The fee for any one examination
equals the cost of one semesterhour's tuition.
The student , in order to take ad. vantage of this plan, must first obtain the signature of the chairman
of the department offering the desired course. The chairman deddes ,
on the basis of any criteria he
chooses, whether the student should
be allowed to take the exam . The
same procedure must then be repeated at the office of the dean of
the specific college.

Wednesday, March 16, 1966

Now-a-days, no collegian's wardrobe is complete
without one of our rugged sweat-shirts. Even if
you aren't an athlete or don't participate in
protest marches, you'll find they're wonderful
for casual laboring or intentional loafing. You can't
beat a sweat-shirt for warmth , wear or sloppiness.
We also carry a large assortment of school "T"
shirts in all sizes. Buy an extra large one to make
your friends think you've lost weight or get the
small size to make you look muscular. Either way
you can't go wrong because the prices are always
right at FOLLETT'S.

FOLLETT'S
NORTHSIDE BOOKSTORE
3417 West Bryn Maw r A ve . ,

Leakey to
Speak Here
The first in an impressive series
of convocations promises ITCC-N
the rare opportunity of a visit by
Dr. Louis Leakey. world-renowned
anthropologist fro m Nairobi, Kenya. Dr. Leakey, his wife , Mary,
and his three sons have pushed

back the horizons of prehistory by Geographic Society as, ". . . a
hundreds of thousands of years . modern counterpart of the RenaisAnd Dr. Leakey, anthropologist sance 'universal man.' "
and paleontologist, skilled in zool- · Dr . Leakey and his family are
ogy, archeology, and anatomy, al- probably best known to us for their
so conducts a medical dispensary discovery and identification of earfJ r African tribesmen, and is the liest man and pre-humans. Among
author of a grammar of the Kikuyu these are ape-like Proconsul, giant
language. His numerous publica- Zinjanthropus, 14,000,000 year-old
tions on prehistory and anthropolo- Kenyapithecus, and Homo Habilis
gy emphasize the characteristics of and his tools in the Olduvai Gorge
him said Dr. Payne of the National of Tanzania (formerly Tanganyi-

ka). Few authorities are as well
qualified to offer an address on
·'The Emergence of Modern Man"
as Dr. Leakey.
Anthropos, the anthropological
society of ITC, is proud to join the
Social Sciences Division in welcoming Dr. Leakey, cordially inviting
faculty, students and friends to attend this first of a series of convocations, and assisting in publicizing
the series.
·

